The aim of this study is to bring a new perspective for the solutions of non-linear equation systems. So this study handles the non-linear equation systems as a constrained optimization problem, while generally is handled unconstrained optimization problem or multi objective optimization problem. The object is to minimize the sum of the squares of nonlinear equations under the nonlinear equality constraints. A recently developed heuristic optimization algorithm called Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) is proposed for the solution of nonlinear equation systems. Two results were obtained. Firstly, it has been seen that GWO can be an alternative solution technique for the solution of nonlinear equation systems. Secondly, modelling the systems of nonlinear equations as constrained optimization gives better results.
Introduction
In general, it can be usually found solutions to a system of equations when the number of unknown independent variables matches the number of equations. If the equations are linear, then the solution of the system is calculated with some methods based on matrix operations. But if the equations are nonlinear, the solution of the system is not always a simple task as linear systems.
Nonlinear equation systems arise in many areas such as engineering, mechanics, medical science, chemistry and robotics [1] . Financial market analysis and network flow analysis are some applications of nonlinear equation systems [2] .
Sometimes even a single nonlinear equation can be difficult to solve and it requires a lot of iteration and time. The success of the solution depends on the initial guess of the solution and the method used for the solution. The solution methods are divided into two main categories direct methods and iterative methods. Several iterative methods have been developed to solve the nonlinear system of equations F(x) = 0, by using essentially Taylor's polynomial, decomposition, homotopy perturbation method, quadrature formulas and other techniques [3] . Iterative methods are divided into two groups called interval methods and continuation methods. Interval methods guarantee solution because of the fact that it starts a solution with two initial values which the solution exists between the two values. Sometimes the convergence of these methods can be slow. Bisection, Regula-Falsi and Secant method are called as interval methods. The open methods start only one initial value and converges the solution rapidly since they use derivative. Newton-Raphson is an open method and used for the solution of both nonlinear equation and nonlinear equation systems [4] .
A lot of numerical methods like Newton methods have been proposed for the solution of nonlinear equation systems. But these methods have some disadvantages such as they require derivative information, a good initial starting point and easily trapped in local minima [1] . These methods also find only one solution for the problem.
Besides numerical methods, some solution approaches are proposed in the literature. Nonlinear equation systems have been modelled as multi objective optimization problems [4] , [5] . The advantage of modelling the nonlinear equation systems as multi objective optimization problem is that the user can find alternative solutions instead of finding only one solution. It is desirable to find all the solutions for a given systems in real-life applications, since it presents alternatives for decision maker [5] . Some heuristic optimization algorithms have also been used for the solutions of the nonlinear equation systems. Genetic algorithms [2] , parallel imperialist competitive algorithm [6] , weed optimization algorithm [7] , particle swarm optimization [8] , immune genetic algorithm [9] , leader glowworm swarm optimization [10] and hybrid social emotional optimization algorithm [11] have been used for the solution of the nonlinear equation systems.
GWO, one of the recent nature-inspired algorithms, was applied successfully for the solutions of lot of engineering problems from Electrical Engineering to machine learning. Training multilayer percepteron [12] , optimal reactive power dispatch [13] , economic emission dispatch [14] , classification [15] , optimal power flow [16] , hyperspectral band selection [17] , energy loss minimization [18] , system identification and filter design [19] , feature selection [20] are some of the engineering applications using GWO.
In this study, there are two main contributions. One of them is to propose a handling mechanism for the solutions of nonlinear equations systems as an optimization problem. Systems were solved both as an unconstrained and constrained problem. The results were compared and discussed. The second one is that upon our research, GWO has not been used for the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations. So in this study, it has been aimed to use GWO, and present its performance for the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations. Although many nature inspired optimization algorithms have been developed in recent years, GWO has been chosen especially among these algorithms. As far as it has been seen, GWO is quite successful for the solution of continuous optimization problems.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2, presents the Nonlinear Equation Systems, Section 3 presents GWO. The solutions of some nonlinear equation systems with GWO are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the achievements of the study and gives some ideas for future studies.
Nonlinear Equation Systems
Nonlinear equation systems are given in Equation 1.
f1, f2 and fn are nonlinear functions dependent to the variables x1, x2 and xn. Some classical and heuristic solution methods have been proposed for the solution of the nonlinear equations system in the literature. Classical methods are generally use the initial estimates and try to solve the system with some iteration. The success of such algorithms like Newton is dependent to initial estimates. Since most of the classical methods require derivative and matrix operations, the complexity of the solution for a nonlinear equation system increases with the number of independent variable and the number of equations. So some heuristic methods as stated introduction are used for the solution of nonlinear equation systems.
The Nonlinear Equation Systems have been converted to an optimization problem with different ways. In some studies, nonlinear equation systems have been modelled and solved as unconstrained single objective optimization problem. In such problems, the sum of the squares of nonlinear equations is accepted as the objective function to be minimized. So this solution approach doesn't guarantee that the total error is distributed to the each equation in the system, but it finds a solution making total error minimum.
In some other studies, each nonlinear equation has been accepted as an objective function, and nonlinear equation systems are modeled and solved as multi objective optimization problem. This approach evaluates each equation as an objective function to be minimized.
A new approach for the solution of Nonlinear Equation Systems is used in this study. Nonlinear equation systems have been accepted as constrained single objective optimization problems. It has been aimed to distribute the total error to each nonlinear equation equally. This formulation is given in Equation 2.
Objective function :
Constraints:
But since all the heuristic optimization algorithms find only unconstrained minimum value of an object function, the constrained optimization problem is converted to unconstrained optimization problem by penalizing the objectives.
Since the problem is continuous optimization variables, and since the possibility of creation a continuous value with random number is zero, a tolerance value must be specified for the equality constraints. So the penalty function is given in Equation 3 and 4.
The fitness function is given in Equation 4.
In this study, the test problems were solved with both method given in Equation 2 as unconstrained and with Equation 4 as constrained optimization problem. The system of nonlinear equations used in this study was given in Table 1 . The problems were selected from some articles [1, 5] .
Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO)
Grey Wolf Optimizer was firstly developed by Mirjalili in 2014 [21] GWO is one of the nature inspired optimization algorithm developed recently. GWO simulates the hunting behavior of Grey Wolves for finding near optimal solution to optimization problems. GWO is one of the population based optimization algorithms. GWO was originally developed for the solution of continuous optimization problems. But it was also applied for the solutions of discrete optimization problems [22] . In order to increase the performance of the GWO, it was combined with other heuristic algorithms such as genetic operators [23, 24] , particle swarm [25] , simulated annealing [26] and differential evolution [27] .
Grey Wolves live as social groups. There is a hierarchy among them. So they are classified as alpha, beta, delta and omega. The wolf has some responsibility according to its level in the hierarchy. And their hunting strategy has three main phases. In the first phase, grey wolves track the prey. In the second phase, they encircle the prey until the prey stops moving and at last attack towards the prey. GWO mimics this hunting strategy for finding the optimal solution of an optimization problem. Prey represents the optimal solution while each wolf represents a solution. While real wolves change their position in such a way that they encircle and attack the prey, random initial solutions changes their position from one iteration to another in such a way that they converges optimal solution.
After initial positions for each wolf have been created and fitness function values for each wolf have been evaluated, the best three solutions have been chosen as alpha, beta and delta. And the rest of the wolves called delta, tracks the best three of them, assuming that the best three solutions have encircled the prey. So the other wolves update their positions, according to the average of three updated positions.
For the encircling behavior of wolves, the following equations are proposed:
X represents the position of grey wolf; Xp represents the position of prey, A � �⃗ and C �⃗ are the coefficients, t represents current iteration and t+1 represents the next iteration. Equation 5 and 6 are generic equations. Since it has not been known what is the position of best solution(prey), these equations are applied for best three solutions as given in 9-14. The real updated position is the average of the distances among three best solution.
A � �⃗ and C �⃗ are given in equation 7 and 8.
a is a coefficient which is linearly decreased from 2 to 0, r 1 ���⃗ and r ⃗ 2 are the random numbers between 0-1. Evenif the real wolves see their prey, since it has not got any idea about the optimum point(prey) in the solution space, the hunting behavior is simulated with the three best solution found among the wolves. So the following equations are proposed for hunting behavior:
X � �⃗ (t + 1) =
The success of the nature inspired algorithms is dependent to the equilibrum between exploration and exploitation process. So, in the first steps of the algorithm, in order to explore more efficient solutions the diameter of A 1 ����⃗ , A 2 ����⃗ and A 3 ����⃗ are big enough for exploration as it has been seen in equation 16 . This means that wolves track the prey only fort he time being.
Encircling prey is simulated decreasing the value of a. a is calculated with a formula given in equation 16 . Since A 1 ����⃗ , A 2 ����⃗ and A 3 ����⃗ are dependent to a, related to a, they also decrease. So the other wolves converges to the best three solutions(prey). At last iteration, since iteration is the max_iteration a, will be zoro. This result simulates attacking prey.
Upon our knowledge, this is the first time that GWO is being applied to the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations.
The Solutions of the Systems of Nonlinear Equations with GWO
In this study, some systems of nonlinear equations are taken form literature were selected as testing for the performance of GWO on nonlinear equations systems. So the problems firstly were solved with Trust-Region Method. The number of independent variables, the number of iterations and solution values of independent variables and equations are given in Table 2 . Since some systems of nonlinear equations have more than one solution, the average x values are not given. After the problems were solved using classical method, the systems of nonlinear equations were handled as unconstrained optimization problem using the objective function. The objective function is the sum of the equations as given in Equation 2. After the problems were solved as unconstrained problem, fitness functions were handled using penalty function. Solutions with both methods were found with GWO, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA). The parameters used for the simulation were given in Table 3 . Simulations were made with a computer using Intel® Core™ i5 3230M CPU 2.6GHz processor and Microsoft Windows 7 operating system. The average(Ave) and standard deviation(Std) of the solutions were presented in Table 4 . 
Conclusions and Remarks
The first objective of this study was to test GWO performance on the systems of nonlinear equations. For this aim, seven systems of nonlinear equations were solved with GWO, PSO and GA. Average and standard deviation of the equation values for fifty run were submitted. Average and standard deviation of the solution times were also submitted. According to the tables (Table 4 -Table10), GWO is quite successful for the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations. GWO gives minimum value in four of seven systems in view of sum of the squares of the equations. The second algorithm is PSO. PSO is also quite successful for the solutions of systems of nonlinear equations. As a result, it was proposed to use GWO for the solutions of the systems of nonlinear equations, since GWO is derivative free solution method and easily applied for the systems of nonlinear equations.
The second objective of this study is to offer a new approach for the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations as an optimization problem. In the studies, the systems of nonlinear equations were generally was modelled as unconstrained optimization model taking the sum of squares of each equation. But in this study, the systems of nonlinear equations were modelled as constrained single objective optimization problem. Since the nature inspired optimization algorithms solve unconstrained problems, fitness functions have been prepared using penalty function. According to the results, modelling the systems of nonlinear equations as constrained optimization problems give better results, since the total error was distributed to each equation.
Lastly, PSO is the fastest algorithm among the three optimization algorithms. GWO is the second. As it has been seen GA is not very successful both in view of solution time and best minimum solution.
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